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Dear Pan American Sisters,

monitor
the outbreak
of
COVID-19
(Coronavirus) and assess its potential impact
in upcoming weeks, to ascertain the
possibility of re-scheduling our activities to a
future date, keeping in mind that everyone's
safety and wellbeing remain the highest
priority.

I hope that you and your loved ones are
staying healthy and well.
Amidst one of the most uncertain and
challenging times we have ever faced as a
global community, I want to remind you of
the resilience that exists within us. Over the
years, our countries have experienced tough
times, some of which took decades to reach
normality, and we felt
it deeply. Now, the
invisible enemy known
as COVID-19 is among
us. If there is one way
to
predict
future
outcomes of a crisis,
it’s looking to the past.
We overcame then, and
we will now.

Lastly, I believe that it is during times like this
that we ought to be reminded of why we do
what we do. As we stay in our homes, some
working remotely, taking it day by day and
remaining hopeful, be firmly convinced that
our institution will always be alert and
always attentive to resume its effort.
"This too shall pass". Let's help and support
others in whatever way we can. I reiterate my
commitment to serve, and encourage you to
keep alive the spark that enkindled the fire of
Pan Americanism in each of our hearts.
Happy Pan American Day!

As Pan American sisters, colleagues, friends
and family, we have a responsibility to work
together and move forward with the tenacity
we did once before. If this is your first
shakeup, you shouldn’t take another step
thinking you’re alone. You’re not. We’re in
this together. United, we will emerge stronger!

"One for All and All for One"
"Una para Todas y Todas para Una"
Vianey Aponte-Uss
Zone I Director
Alliance of Pan American Round Tables
"Advancing our Goals Through Cooperation and
Teamwork"
"Promoviendo Nuestras Metas a Través de la
Cooperación y el Trabajo en Equipo"

Let's continue to follow all recommendations
about health guidelines provided by local
officials, governors, CDC, and all other
relevant voices on the matter, and closely
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We have an impressive list of new members. As an introduction, here is a partial list of their
accomplishments. We hope this information will be helpful when you meet them in person to offer
them a warm welcome to PART.
Meta Butler Hunt is a native Austinite and

Daisy Wanda Garcia

businesswoman who owned a travel agency here

Corpus Christi Caller Times and maintains the

in town for many years. She is a world traveler

Somos Primos website for Hispanic Heritage

several times over and has lived in San Miguel

genealogists. She is the daughter of the late Dr.

de Allende. A University of Texas graduate in

Hector P. Garcia, a Corpus Christi physician

Latin American Studies, Meta has an interest in

and a civil rights leader who founded the

the arts and is a documentary filmmaker.

American G. I. Forum. In addition, she is the
niece of the late Dr. Cleo Garcia from Corpus
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is a writer for the
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from
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Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. She earned her JD,
MA, and PhD at the University of Texas at
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Austin. She has worked as an attorney for

of Friends of Folk Art and has traveled

immigrants and people with disabilities, as an

extensively in Mexico. She is a native Austinite,

oral historian and as a teacher.
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and

President
has

held

Carter's
other

governmental positions. And in her spare time

married to Thomas Kolker and together they

she loves to cook!

raised Joey, now an attorney; Rebecca, who is in

Pam Jupe is originally from San Antonio,

medical school, and Louis, a musician and

Texas. Currently, she is the Principal and

composer. Virginia loves Latin American people,

President of San Juan Diego High School in

their cultures and their languages. She speaks

Austin. She earned a Bachelor of Science in

Spanish fluently and has visited several Central

Chemistry/Math and speaks Spanish. She has a

American countries. She is a compassionate

love for Latin American culture and working

advocate for those in need, an eloquent speaker

with students. Pam is married to Patrick Jupe.

tackling issues of the interest of our Table and is
an inspiring woman leader.
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Geraldine Jay is an Australian citizen who

Deborah Chavez

arrived in Austin nearly 5 years ago. She lived in

teacher and lives in Buda, Texas. She is a

Mexico City for 34 years and has varied interests

Democratic Party Precinct chair in Hays

including travel, opera, music (all kinds),

County. Before she taught chemistry, Deborah

cooking, hiking, film, etc. Her professional

worked for about 15 years as a forensic chemist

experience was with Jay Interiores where

at the El Paso Police Department. She left the El

she served as CEO for 22 years. She was head

Paso PD to work at Texas DPS and later at the

designer for a variety of projects including

Colorado Bureau of Investigation where she

embassy residences, international businesses and

specialized in narcotics analysis and trace

many more. She is retired and is president of the

evidence (e.g. paint comparison and gunshot

British Commonwealth Benevolent Society. In

residue analysis).

addition to Mexico she has lived and worked in

is a retired high school

Ivonne Ortiz-Bayona was born in San Juan,

Sydney, London, San Francisco, Connecticut,

Puerto Rico and moved to Austin eight years

Madrid, New York, and Japan.

ago. She graduated from the University of

Erika Aarún is of Lebanese descent and recently

Puerto

moved to Austin from Mexico City where she

demography. She worked in the insurance

was born and practiced corporate, transactional,

industry for many years, as an insurance

regulatory, and business law for over 20 years.

broker for Citibank and as an independent

Her great grandfather and family moved to

agent. Her interest is in public relations and

Mexico to escape persecution from the Ottoman

she is fluent in English and Spanish.

Empire because they were Catholic. Her interests

husband's name is José Bayona.

are in public relations, leadership and computer

Rico

with a master’s degree in

Her

Victoria de Francesco recently relocated to

analysis. We just found out that Erika is moving

Austin from Sonora, Arizona where her

to San Antonio to attend law school to become

family's history can be traced to the early 1700s.

licensed to practice here. Erika is married to

She moved to be closer to her beloved

David Llerena.

daughter, Dr. Victoria Soto de Francesco (Jr)

Rebecca Noelke-Richey is originally from San

and grandchildren. Prior to her retirement she

Angelo and received her MBA from the

managed

University of Dallas and has a background in

practice in Southern Arizona for almost three

Elementary Education and as a

decades and has also worked in the mining

language

her

husband’s

successful

legal

therapist. She is also interested in media

and natural resources industry.

relations and computers. Rebecca is married to

Spanish speaker, she is fluent in English and

Charles Richey.

proficient in French and German.
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A native

During this “age of COVID-19” we know there are many community members who have
lost their jobs and the organizations that offer assistance are struggling themselves. To do
our PART for the Austin community, we recently donated $500 to the Central Texas Food
Bank, which was matched to $1,000 and paid for 4,000 meals!
Also, during this past year, we continued our traditional activities and promoted
membership involvement.
• In September, we held an awareness event at Chez Zee in support of TeamBrownsville,
Inc and Casa Marianella.
• In November, members brought to the luncheon gently worn coats and jackets for the
Coats for Casa Marianella Drive.
• In December, we supported the teachers at Rodriguez Elementary with the annual
Christmas breakfast full of good food and prizes for these dedicated educators.
• The Special Projects Committee selected three community organizations to receive
grants from PART which were awarded this past April (see below for a list of the nonprofits).
• We continued our support of BookSpring with a $500 grant. BookSpring envisions a
world of families reading and succeeding together by building early literacy in
children and families through healthcare, education, and the community.
The non-profits selected by the Special Projects Committee to receive grants from PART:
Casa Marianella welcomes displaced immigrants and promotes self-sufficiency by
providing shelter and support services. Their ultimate vision is that all immigrants arriving
in Austin will have safe housing and access to the services they need to be successful.
Granted $2,000
Saint Louise House is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the success of women and
their children moving from homelessness to healthy, independent lives. Their mission is to
empower women and their children to overcome homelessness for generations to come.
Granted $2,000 which became $4,600 through matching grants!
Texas Reach Out provides Christian men and women leaving the criminal justice system
with safe housing, spiritual guidance, employment assistance, social skills, and support
while reintegrating into society. Through these five services, we prepare formerly
incarcerated men and women to live life as productive citizens walking in the fullness of
life with Christ. Granted $2,000
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Saint Louise House also thanked us
for their grant with the following
note to the Special Projects
Committee chair, Ann Finch:

Dear Carrie Ann,
The numbers are in, the matches are
counted. It's official. Contributions of over
$21,000 from generous individuals like
you
were
amplified
by
partner
organizations for a total of over $48,000.
Every dollar you donated resulted in $2.30
to support Saint Louise House families.
Thank you!
We are grateful for donors like you who
are making it possible for us to continue
empowering 40 families to be resilient and
overcome homelessness for generations to
come.
Special thanks to the many Texas Spirits
who shared their passion for Saint
Louise House and invited new donors
into our community. Thank you to the
Pan American Round Table of Austin
for a very generous donation. Thank you
to the St. David's Foundation, the Texas
Foundations Fund, and I Live Here I
Give Here for matching donations.

Casa Marianella sent us a thank-you note.

Gratefully,
Saint Louise House
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Blanca Azucena Pacheco – 2020 Charles
Alejandra Zuniga – 2020 Jeannie Hunter

Wilson Hackett Memorial Scholarship

Hackett Memorial Scholarship
Blanca is pursuing a doctoral degree in
Medical Anthropology. In her own words:

Alejandra is majoring in Government and

“Currently, I am conducting fieldwork in

Political Communication. In her own words:

southeastern Guatemala. I have been invited

“Currently, I am a community organizer at a

to co-lead the written and photographic

labor union. I work with organizations like

documentation of the indigenous Xinka

RAICES and American Gateways to develop

system of medicine. This work is both

and implement curriculum for ICE rapid

personally and professionally important. On a

response in Texas public schools, implement

personal level, I have been able to return to

immigrant-friendly policies in school districts,

the land where I spent the first six years of my

and plan direct actions. I also coordinate

life and reconnect with my indigenous roots.

community work against sexual misconduct

Professionally,

immensely

within higher education. Law school is in my

important project, as this is the first time the

future, but only after I spend some more time

Xinka medicinal knowledge and practices will

advocating for my community. After I

be documented. Needless to say, that this

graduate, I intend to move to Washington

historic project is a major contribution to the

D.C. and to work for an organization like

Xinka peoples, the nation of Guatemala, and

FWD.us, an organization that aims to reform

is

the criminal justice and immigration system,

important

this

to

the

is

an

global

indigenous

as either an organizer or a policy researcher.”

community.”
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2020 SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS
ARE NOW CLOSED.
2021 SCHOLARSHIPS WILL BE
AVAILABLE ON JANUARY 1, 2021
See www.austinpanam.com for details.

Our annual dues are essential to continue the
work and mission of the Pan American
Round Table of Austin. Please submit your
payment as soon as possible. We make it easy
to pay your dues:
• pay using the link,
Pay Dues Here for 2020-2021,
at the bottom of the main page of our
website, https://austinpanam.com/
• pay via phone by calling our treasurer
at (512) 992-7100.
• mail your check payable to “PART of
Austin”, to our treasurer:
Mary
Aldrich, 4816 Fast Fox Trail, Austin, TX
78746
For more details, check your inbox for the
email we sent you May 22. If you have any
questions, please call Mary Aldrich at the
phone above.

Jessica Vega – 2020 Mitty Guerra Memorial
Scholarship
Jessica is majoring in Therapeutic Recreation
at Texas State University. In her own words:
“As a non-traditional student, I value college
education, because I have learned what it is
like to live with a passionless job, paycheck to
paycheck. Through my struggles as a young
mother, I have learned to be diligent and to
put all my efforts into achieving my goal of
being a role model for my daughter and my
community. I have an 8-year-old daughter
and work a full-time overnight job while
enrolled in 15 credit hours at Texas State
University. Therapeutic Recreation offers
ways for some of our most vulnerable citizens
to connect with themselves and the world in
order to find happiness and improve their
quality of life.”
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(by Tony Beckwith)

(by Tony Beckwith)

Argueta)
Overnight our world
has changed
Come undone and rearranged
Brought our nations to their knees

There are some stubborn citizens
with short attention spans
Who don't appear to notice that
there's been a change of plans

Just like that, a new disease
They want to dine in restaurants
and socialize in bars
Their children crave amusement parks
and rides in bumper cars

Grappling with mass confusion
Safe in sensible seclusion
Washing hands and sanitizing
Grim statistics daily rising

They want to go to stadiums
to mingle with the crowd
Yet see no need to wear a mask
and swear they won't be cowed

Wondering what lies ahead
Where we'll find our daily bread
Literally no longer free
Nothing's as it used to be

But lately I've been noticing
how much the crowds have thinned
As some of us are blown away
by the illest kind of wind

Doing our best to stay connected
Scared to death of being infected
Messages by text or phone
Remind us that we're not alone

These boundaries are stifling
and none of us are fans
Of course we want our lifestyle back
but there's been a change of plans

One day this will all subside
See you on the other side

Poems used with the kind permission of the author.
www.tonybeckwith.com
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In October 2019 Maria Seidner hosted us for a
discussion of A Memorable Moment from our
summer. Several members shared their story in
Spanish, with a little help from their friends.

In Memoriam

In January 2020 Candy Becker hosted us for A
Taste of Tamales. We had a great time tasting
tamales from Mexico, Puerto Rico, Colombia,
and Guatemala. We also learned how to
prepare them and the names of the ingredients.
In February 2020, Lala Niemeyer hosted
another fun event where we learned about
Peruvian Cuisine from Maribel Rivero, coowner of Yuyo’s Restaurant. In addition to
talking about the cuisine and the names of the
ingredients, Maribel shared with us how she
got into business.
March 2020, Esther Diaz was ready to host us
for a vocabulary session called Stump Your
Sisters, when the coronavirus struck and
canceled everything.
We are looking forward to a return to “normal”
when we can get together with our PART
sisters again.
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Louise Naffziger Reeser (1925 - 2020)
It is with profound sadness that we
announce the passing of PART member
Louise Reeser, mother of our immediate
past Table Director Rose Ann Reeser.
A member since 2013, Louise was very
generous with her time and her resources.
We will miss her.

